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Dear Teacher, 

As you may have seen, Cambridge Assessment International Education has updated the 
syllabuses for IGCSE® (0460) and O Level (2217) Geography for teaching from September 
2018, with first examinations in 2020. In accordance with this we’ve updated our resources, 
below we highlight some of the major changes. 

While there are no substantial changes to the syllabus or specimen materials, amendments 
are outlined below. Please visit www.cambridgeinternational.org for information about 
the current syllabuses and full details of the changes. 

The most significant change is to the assessment for O Level. Students must now sit three 
papers: 

• Paper 1: Geographical themes - three questions to be chosen and 
answered; lasts 1 hour 45 minutes and is worth 45% of the qualification. 

• Paper 2: Geographical skills - all questions to be answered; lasts 1 
hour 30 minutes and is worth 27.5% of the qualification. 

• *Paper 3: Geographical investigations - two compulsory questions to 
be answered; lasts 1 hour 30 minutes and is worth 27.5% of the qualification. 
 

*Paper 3 of the O Level qualification is the same paper as Paper 4 for the IGCSE qualification (which is the alternative to 
Coursework for the IGCSE). 
Please note that O Level students cannot take a Coursework option. 
 
Across the O Level course the AO weightings have been brought in line with the IGCSE course, with slightly more emphasis 
placed on AO3 than previously: 
AO1 now makes up 30%, AO2 52% and AO3 18%. 
 
Our new textbook reflects the latest content in the IGCSE and O Level syllabuses, which have been brought fully in-line with each 
other, and supports the changes by providing: 

• an additional section to support the students’ use of mathematical skills in geography 
• an updated list of command words and their definitions 
• dynamic learning resources including revised and varied interactive quizzes to test students’ knowledge and 

understanding of themes and topics 
• updated figures, photos and case studies to reflect recent statistics and world events. 

Yours sincerely, 

Paul Guinness and Garrett Nagle 

PS: Download a Sample chapter from the new edition of Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level Geography now, and find out about the 

new digital components and Workbook at www.hoddereducation.com/cambridgeigcsegeography   
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